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Using a 300 mm-wide monochromatic X-ray beam obtained at

beamline BL20B2 of SPring-8, the difference in surface-strain

distribution caused by various steps of silicon-wafer manufacturing,

i.e. slicing, lapping, etching, grinding and polishing, was studied. The

asymmetric 511 re¯ection of 21.45 keV X-rays, incident at a glancing

angle of 0.26�, was used to obtain topographs over the whole surface

of a 200 mm-diameter (100) CZ silicon wafer. Differences in

crystallinity and in warp between the surfaces at different steps of

the manufacturing process (®rstly after the lapping following the

slicing, and then after successive etching, grinding and polishing)

were clearly observed. The former gave a topographic image over the

whole area with a one-shot exposure because of their wide rocking

curves (50±70 arcsec FWHM), which indicate poor crystallinity. The

latter, on the other hand, showed sharper curves (4±5 arcsec FWHM),

which indicate good crystallinity in local areas, and the existence of

warp, and therefore required step scanning of !-rotation to cover the

whole surface in topography measurements. The effect of each step in

the process is also discussed.

Keywords: X-ray topography; asymmetric re¯ection; silicon wafers;
surface strain.

1. Introduction

X-ray diffraction topography has been usefully applied to the char-

acterization of microdefects (Chikawa et al., 1970; Ishikawa, 1989;

Iida et al., 1990), growth striations (Kawado et al., 1990; Kudo et al.,

1997) and process-induced defects (Tanner, 1976; Boller et al., 1998;

Kudo et al., 2001) in silicon. The techniques used in these studies were

well sophisticated in most cases. They were, however, unsuitable for

practical application, e.g. inspection of as-received silicon wafers used

for the LSI fabrication.

Surface-sensitive topography is very useful because semiconductor

devices are formed in the surface layers of wafers. Synchrotron plane-

wave X-ray topography of 150 mm-diameter silicon wafers was

realised at the Photon Factory and revealed growth striations and

surface-strain distribution (Kitano et al., 1987).

Recent industrialization of 200 mm- or 300 mm-diameter wafers

for ULSI substrates requires more detailed information than ever in

crystal imperfections, surface strain, or damage in wafers. For this

purpose, development of a large-area X-ray topography technique

with high sensitivity to these characteristics is especially desirable.

Recently, we have created an experimental apparatus designed to

acquire large-area topographs of silicon crystals at the second

experimental hutch of beamline BL20B2 at SPring-8 (Chikaura et al.,

2001). This set-up uses the horizontally wide (300 mm) monochro-

matic X-ray beam realised by the 200 m distance between the hutch

and the bending-magnet source point [source size: 0.29 mm (H) �
0.04 mm (V)]. This apparatus, with extremely asymmetric re¯ections,

enabled us to obtain X-ray topographs over the whole surface of a

300 mm-diameter 10 mm-thick silicon crystal with one-shot exposure.

In addition, we observed surface damage, e.g. saw marks induced by

slicing and minute scratch patterns caused by polishing (Kawado et

al., 2000, 2001).

In this paper we report the difference in surface-strain distribution

caused by various steps of silicon wafer manufacturing processes,

i.e. slicing, lapping, etching, grinding and polishing, in order to opti-

mize the process conditions.

2. Experimental

Wafers were prepared from p-type (B-doped) or n-type (P-doped)

200 mm-diameter CZ silicon crystals with [100] surface orientation

and with a resistivity range of 1±10 
 cm. The crystals were sliced

into wafers with a wire saw. The surfaces of the wafers were lapped

with #1000-meshed powder, etched with mixed acid and polished

mechanically and chemically by the single-sided polish method. This

type of polished wafer was designated as A. Wafers of another type,

designated as B, were ground with a #3000 whetstone after the

etching, and then polished mechanically and chemically. Test samples

were picked up at each step of the wafer manufacturing processes.

The sample thicknesses are shown in Table 1.

A schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement is shown in

Fig. 1. A 300 mm-wide X-ray beam monochromated by the Si(311)

double-crystal monochromator in the optics hutch was irradiated

with skew incidence on the sample wafer in the second experimental

hutch. The sample was ®xed without glue onto a ¯at plastic plate

attached on a horizontal-axis precision goniometer of tangential-bar

type, as is shown in Fig. 2. The energy of the X-ray beam was tuned to

be 21.45 keV to use the asymmetric 511 re¯ection with a glancing

angle of 0.26�, which was much larger than the critical angle for total

re¯ection, 0.08�.
Before recording topographs, rocking-curve measurements were

carried out in a 2 � 4 mm area on the sample with a scintillation

counter by rotating ! at ®xed 2�B (�B: Bragg angle). Topographs were

recorded with a one-shot exposure at the peak position and both

wings of the rocking curve for sliced and lapped wafers. On the other

hand, step scanning of !-rotation (angular step of 5 or 10 arcsec) was

used for etched, ground and polished wafers since only narrow stripe

images were observed in one-shot topographs for these wafers. The

Table 1
Sample thickness.

The test samples were picked up at each step of the following wafer-
manufacturing processes. A: slicing (sample 1) ) lapping (sample 2) )
etching (sample 3)) polishing (sample 5A); B: slicing) lapping) etching
) grinding (sample 4)) polishing (sample 5B).

Sample number Thickness (mm)

1 880
2 780
3 740
4 725
5A 730
5B 715



topographs were recorded on an imaging plate with a pixel size of 100

� 100 mm, read by an imaging-plate reader and then processed on a

personal computer.

3. Results and discussion

The FWHM (full width at half-maximum) of the rocking curves was

useful as a measure of crystallinity although the shape of the rocking

curves was in¯uenced by the wavelength spread because of the non-

parallel (+n, ÿm) setting. Table 2 shows the FWHM of the rocking

curves measured at the central position of 200 mm-diameter wafers.

The FWHM for etched, ground and polished wafers was about one-

tenth as small as that for sliced and lapped wafers. Here it should be

noted that the grinding resulted in a rather higher degree of crys-

tallinity.

To evaluate the thickness of the surface layers characterized by the

rocking-curve measurements, the depth of X-ray penetration was

calculated on the basis of the dynamical theory of X-ray diffraction

(Authier, 2001). Since the surface layer of the sliced and lapped

wafers was regarded as an imperfect crystal, the X-ray penetration

was almost equal to the absorption depth, 5.7 mm. On the other hand,

the X-ray penetration into the etched, ground and polished wafers

was regarded, on account of their high crystallinity, as the extinction

distance for the Bragg case in a perfect crystal, 0.9 mm.

Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show two topographs of the sliced and lapped

wafers taken at the peak position of the rocking curve. The whole

areas of the wafers were observed with one-shot exposure because of

the large FWHM. The warp was found, from the difference in the

maximum-intensity positions in the topographs taken at both wings

of the rocking curve, to be about 200 arcsec and about 80 arcsec for

the sliced and lapped wafers, respectively. This result indicates that

the lapping caused a considerable reduction in warp by eliminating

residual surface damage such as saw marks.

Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) are step-scanned topographs of the etched and

ground wafers, showing so-called zebra patterns (Kikuta et al., 1966).

The warp was found to be about 55 arcsec and about 290 arcsec for
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Figure 1
Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement for large-area X-ray diffraction topography. The 300 mm-wide monochromatic X-ray beam obtained at a
point 200 m from the bending-magnet source was used to acquire topographs of a large-diameter silicon wafer sample.

Figure 2
Horizontal-axis precision goniometer equipped with a large sample holder and
a large-size imaging-plate cassette.

Table 2
FWHM of the rocking curves measured for silicon wafers with various
surfaces.

Sample number Surface condition FWHM (arcsec)

1 Sliced 67
2 Lapped 55
3 Etched 4.9
4 Ground 5.1
5A Polished 3.9
5B Polished 3.8

Figure 3
One-shot X-ray topographs: (a) the sliced wafer (sample 1) and (b) the lapped
wafer (sample 2). (a) and (b) were recorded using the peak position of the
rocking curve measured at the central position of each wafer. The arrow shows
the diffraction vector g for all the topographs.
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the etched and ground wafers,

respectively, by counting the

number of stripes and the step

interval. The etching resulted in a

remarkable improvement in local

crystallinity and a reduction in

warp, while the grinding after the

etching caused a marked incre-

ment in warp even though good

local crystallinity was maintained,

as was indicated by the small

FWHM.

Step-scanned topographs of the

two polished wafers designated as

A and B are shown in Figs. 4(c)

and 4(d). The warp was found to

be about 150 arcsec and about 170 arcsec for A and B, respectively.

Much difference in warp was not found between A and B, although

the strain distribution in B was in¯uenced by the grinding from the

fact that the zebra pattern in Fig. 4(d) vaguely resembled that in

Fig. 4(b). This result means that the grinding is applicable to large-

diameter silicon wafer manufacturing processes.

In conclusion, X-ray topography using extremely asymmetric

re¯ection of a 300 mm-wide monochromatic X-ray beam enabled us

to obtain some important information about surface-strain distribu-

tion caused by the large-diameter silicon wafer manufacturing

processes. Clari®ed effects of the process steps are summarized

in Fig. 5.
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Figure 4
Step-scanned X-ray topographs: (a) the etched wafer (sample 3), (b) the
ground wafer (sample 4), (c) the polished wafer A (sample 5A) and (d) the
polished wafer B (sample 5B). The step interval was 5 arcsec for (a) and
10 arcsec for (b), (c) and (d). The arrow shows the diffraction vector g for all
the topographs.

Figure 5
Summary of the X-ray observation and clari®ed information about surface-strain distribution caused by various steps
of the large-diameter silicon wafer manufacturing.


